
Syllabus for B.Sc. with Mathematics as Major Subject &B.Sc. (Hona)
Mathematics 

SEMESTER -I 
MATDSCT 1.1: Algebra - I and Calculus- I 

Teaching Hours:4Hours/Week Credits: 4 

Max. Marks: 100 
(S.A.-60 + LA. - 40) 

Total Teaching Hours: 56 Hours 

Course Learning Outcomes: This course will enable the students to 
Lean to solve system of linear equations. 

Solve the system of homogeneous and non homogeneous linear of m equations in n 
variables by using concept of rank of matrix, finding eigen values and eigenvectors. Sketch curves in Cartesian, polar and pedal equations. 

Students will be familiar with the techniques of integration and differentiation of 
function with real variables. 

Identify and apply the intermediate value theorems and L'Hospital rule.

Unit-I: Matrix: Recapitulation of Symmetric and Skew Symmetric matrices, Algebra of Matrices; Row and column reduction to Echelon form. Rank of a matrix; Inverse of a matrix by elementary operations; Solution of system of linear equations; Criteria for existence of non- trivial solutions of 
homogeneous system of linear equations. Solution of non-homogeneous system of linear equations. Eigen values and Eigen vectors of square matrices, Cayley-Hamilton theorem, inverse of matrices by Cayley-Hamilton theorem (Without Proof), real symmetric matrices and their properties, reduction of 
such matrices to diagonal form.

14 Hours
Unit-II: Groups-I: Definition of a group with examples and properties, congruence, problems. Subgroups, center of groups, order of an element of a group and its related theorems, cyclic groups, 
Coset decomposition, Lagrange's theorem and its consequences. Fermat's theorem and Euler's

function. 

14 Hours
Unit-Il: Differential Caleulus-I: Limits, Continuity, Differentiability and properties. Properties of 
continuous functions. Intermediate value theorem, Rolle's Theorem, Lagrange's Mean Value
theorem, Cauchy's Mean value theorem and examples. Taylor's theorem, Maclaurin's series,
Indeterminate forms and evaluation of limits using L'Hospital rule.

14 Hours
Unit-IV: Successive Differentiation: nh Derivatives of Standard functions eartb, (ax + b)n, log(ax + b), sin(ax + b), cos(ax +b), ea" sin(bx + c), ear cos(bx +c), Leibnitz theorem and 
its applications. 

14 Hours
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